Abstract. We introduce a tropical enumerative invariant depending on a variable y which generalizes the tropical refined Severi degree. We show that this refined broccoli invariant is indeed independent of the point configuration, and that it specializes to a tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariant for y = 1 and to the corresponding broccoli invariant for y = −1. Furthermore, we define tropical refined descendant Gromov-Witten invariants which equal the corresponding refined broccoli invariants giving a new insight to the nature of broccoli invariants. We discuss various possible generalizations, e.g. to refinements of bridge curves and Welschinger curves.
Introduction
In [BG16] refined tropical enumerative invariants are introduced, which interpolate between Severi degrees and totally real Welschinger invariants; the latter count real curves passing through only real points and not through pairs of complex conjugate points. For these so called tropical refined Severi degrees N (X,L),δ trop (y) (Definition 2.10) we consider certain tropical curves through a collection P of points in tropical general position and count each curve C with a refined (curve) multiplicity mult(C; y), which is an expression in one variable y (Definition 2.10). The (refined) Severi degrees and the disconnected Welschinger invariants considered here count possibly reducible curves (or more precisely maps from disconnected curves), but in [BG16] in the same way irreducible tropical refined Severi degrees are introduced, which now interpolate between the Gromov-Witten invariants and the connected totally real Welschinger invariants (both of which count maps from connected curves).
The refined multiplicity mult(C; y) has analogously to the usual Mikhalkin curve multiplicity mult C (Definition [Mik05, 2.16] ) the property that it is a product of vertex multiplicities [mult C (v)] y , which however now are not integers, but Laurent polynomials in y 1/2 . This allows to carry over the tropical proof of invariance of Gathmann and Markwig for tropical Gromov-Witten invariants [GM07] to show that the tropical refined Severi degree and the irreducible tropical refined Severi degree do not depend on the choice of points in P as long as they remain in general position [IM13] . In the rest of the paper we will differently from [BG16] mostly consider only irreducible tropical refined Severi degrees and just call them tropical refined Severi degrees, and by Welschinger invariants we mean connected Welschinger invariants. The tropical refined Severi degree is a symmetric Laurent polynomial in the variable y and specializes to the corresponding tropical Gromov-Witten invariant N (X,L),δ trop for y = 1 and to the corresponding tropical Welschinger invariant for y = −1. By the usual correspondence theorems e.g. [Mik05] , it follows that these tropical invariants equal their counterparts in algebraic geometry, and hence that tropical refined Severi degrees interpolate between Gromov-Witten invariants and totally real Welschinger invariants [BG16] .
So far, these tropical refined Severi degrees are purely tropical objects and their nature is still unclear. In [GS14] refined invariants N (S,L),δ (y) have been introduced, which can be viewed as a refinement of BPS invariants, and it was conjectured that for a δ-very ample line bundle L on a smooth toric surface S they agree with the tropical refined Severi degrees. This has been shown for P 2 and rational ruled surfaces for small values of δ in [BG16] and [GK] . In [FS15] Filippini and Stoppa relate tropical refined Severi degrees to the wall-crossing formula of refined Donaldson-Thomas invariants.Furthermore, Mikhalkin [Mik] relates them to the weighted count of certain real curves. Finally, in [NPS] the authors give a geometric interpretation of the refined curve multiplicity using motivic measures of certain semialgebraic domains of Hilbert schemes of points.
It is unclear how the tropical refined Severi degrees are related to other known enumerative invariants, and if we can produce many new interesting tropical invariants when we specialize to other values of y.It might look mysterious at a first glance why they do interpolate only between Severi degrees and totally real Welschinger invariants and not Welschinger invariants in general. At least one can hope to generalize their definition in order to obtain non-totally real tropical Welschinger invariants as specialization as well. By [Shu06] the tropical curves C we consider for non-totally real tropical Welschinger invariants, called Shustin curves, are counted with multiplicities, which are not products of vertex multiplicities. Shustin shows there their invariance by proving that they equal the corresponding non-totally real Welschinger invariants, but he could not carry over the tropical proof of Gathmann and Markwig. This was so far only possible by the detour via broccoli curves [GMS13] which are certain rational tropical curves having again the property that their curve multiplicity m C is a product of vertex multiplicities m V . The broccoli curves passing through a configuration P of points in general position can be deformed in a prescribed way by the so called bridge algorithm in order to obtain Shustin curves passing through P. Then the weighted number of broccoli curves through P equals the weighted numbers of Shustin curves through P. Since it has been proven by the methods of Gathmann and Markwig that the weighted numbers of broccoli curves, the so called broccoli number N B r,s (∆, F, P) does not depend on the choice of P, it follows that the non-totally real tropical Welschinger invariant is also invariant. Also for broccoli invariants, their nature in algebraic geometry is unclear.
In this paper we will introduce refined broccoli curves (Definition 3.1). Refined broccoli curves have a slightly simpler definition than broccoli curves [GMS13] , the main difference being that there are no restrictions on the parity of the weights of the edges of a refined broccoli curve. They form a class of tropical curves which includes the set of tropical curves used for the definition of the tropical (refined) Severi degrees and the set of broccoli curves. Using the idea of proof of Gathmann and Markwig we can show that the count of refined broccoli curves yields an invariant (Theorem 4.1), namely the refined broccoli invariant N rB (r,s) (y, ∆, F ) as defined in Definition 3.13. Refined broccoli invariants are again defined by counting the refined broccoli curves C with a refined (curve) multiplicity m C (y), which is a product of vertex multiplicities m V (y). While the vertex multiplicities m V (y) are in general rational functions in y 1/2 , the multiplicities m C (y) and thus the refined broccoli invariants turn out to be again symmetric Laurent polynomials in y, which generalize the tropical refined Severi degrees of [BG16] . In addition to the mentioned interpolation between (tropical) Gromov-Witten invariants and (tropical) totally real Welschinger invariants, they interpolate for certain choices of r and s also between broccoli invariants for y = −1 (Corollary 3.14) and tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants for y = 1 (Lemma 3.27 and Corollary 3.29). This interpolation between tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants and (refined) broccoli curves uncovers a new relation of broccoli curves to already known tropical invariants.
Tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariantsÑ
trop ∆,k (α) have been introduced in [MR09] and [BGM12] and can be considered as the tropical counterpart of descendant GromovWitten invariants (see e.g. [FP97] , [KM98] ). In [BGM12] it has been proven that the tropical and non-tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants agree for P 2 . We also introduce refined descendant curves (Definition 3.23) and show that for a given configuration of points P in general position we have a bijection between refined broccoli curves through P and refined descendant curves through P (Lemma 3.25). This implies that the refined broccoli invariant equals the corresponding refined descendant Gromov-Witten invariant (Corollary 3.27), which is the weighted count of refined descendant curves.
In a forthcoming work [GS] we will introduce floor diagrams for refined broccoli curves and prove a Caporaso Harris type recursion formula for the refined broccoli invariants. We will also give a formula for these invariants in terms of a Heisenberg algebra action. We also make speculations about higher genus broccoli invariants, including a conjectural generating function.
2.1.1. Non-oriented marked curves and their moduli space. An (r, s)-marked (plane tropical rational parametrized) curve C of degree ∆ consists of an abstract, not necessarily connected, metric graph Γ and a continuous map h : Γ → R 2 , which is integer affine linear on edges of Γ, and such that the balancing condition is satisfied at vertices of h(Γ). Furthermore, we require that each connected component of Γ is rational, i.e. has first Betti number equal to zero. The collection of unbounded edges (x 1 , . . . , x r+s ) of Γ, that are mapped to 0 by h consists of the markings of C and the labeled set (v(y 1 ), . . . , v(y n )) of the direction vectors of the non-contracted unbounded edges ("ends of C") is called the degree ∆ of C. That is, our curves are labeled as all unbounded edges, not only the markings, are labeled. |∆| is the number of elements in ∆. Note that if ∆ contains respectively d times the vector −1, 0 , 0, −1 and 1, 1 we talk about degree d curves. The combinatorial type α of an (r, s)-marked curve C is the data of C, but forgets about the length of the edges of Γ. Two marked curves (Γ; h; x 1 , . . . , x r+s ) and (
under ϕ, every edge of Γ is mapped bijectively to an edge of Γ ′ by an affine map of slope ±1, and we have h ′ • ϕ = h. We say that an (r, s)-marked curve C = (Γ, h) is connected if Γ is connected. The set all isomorphism classes of connected (r, s)-marked curves of degree ∆ will be denoted by M (r,s) (∆) which is the moduli space M lab 0,r+s,trop (R 2 , ∆) of connected (r + s)-marked plane labeled rational tropical curves. This is a tropical variety, whose structure as abstract polyhedral complex is inherited from the combinatorial types of the curves in it. The open polyhedron in M (r,s) (∆) consisting of curves with the same combinatorial type α will be denoted by M α (r,s) . It turns out that its dimension can be computed as 2 plus the number of bounded edges in h(Γ) of a curve of combinatorial type α [GMS13, Remark 2.5 and 2.7]. As a convention we will draw an (r, s)-marked curve C always as h(Γ) ⊂ R
2 . An edge e of h(Γ) will be displayed in bold and called even if the greatest common divisor of the entries of its direction vector v(e) ∈ Z 2 ("weight of e") is 2. Otherwise, the edge e is called odd and will be drawn as a thin line. When the curve has two ends of the same direction adjacent to the same vertex ("double ends") we will draw these edges parallel to each other with a small distance in between. The images of the markings h(x i ) will be depicted as dots, which will be small if i = 1, . . . , r ("real markings") and big for i = r+1, . . . , r+s ("complex markings").
Note that our definitions and notations agree most of the time with [BG16] and [BGM12] . One important difference is that in [BG16] the tropical curves are unlabeled which means that only the markings are labeled and in [BGM12] the tropical curves are partially unlabeled, that is, only the markings and some of the "left ends" are labeled [BGM12, Definition 3.1]. This has consequences for the enumeration of tropical curves. Namely, if m unlabeled ends of the same direction vector are adjacent to the same vertex in a (partially) unlabeled curve, they are not distinguishable, therefore they contribute with an automorphism factor of 1 m! to the contribution of that curve in the count of (partially) unlabeled curves. When the same situation appears (for labeled ends) in a labeled curve the automorphism factor does not appear in the count of labeled curves. In most cases, we are interested in the count of unlabeled curves, which will however be performed by counting labeled curves and then dividing by the number of different ways of labeling the ends, see for example Definition 2.6.
Evaluation map and conditions in general position.
Let C be an (r, s)-marked curve of degree ∆ = (v(y 1 ), . . . , v(y n )) and let F ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. The ends y i with i ∈ F are called fixed ends and they are indicated in drawings by a small orthogonal bar at the "infinite side"; their role in enumerative problems will be illustrated in [GS] . Furthermore, let M ⊂ M (r,s) (∆) be a polyhedral subcomplex. Then the evaluation map with respect to F and M is given by
In most cases M = M (r,s) (∆), so we can write ev F instead of ev F,M . If F = ∅ then we write ev instead of ev F . ev F,M is a morphism of polyhedral complexes, in particular it is continuous and linear on each polyhedron M α (r,s) (∆). A collection of conditions for ev F,M is a tuple P = (P 1 , . . . , P r+s ), (Q i : i ∈ F ) of points P i ∈ R 2 and lines
is the set of (r, s)-marked curves in M passing through P i at the marking x i and such that the fixed end y i is mapped to the line Q i . The locus of conditions in general position (for ev F,M ) is the complement of the union Remark 2.1 (Difference in definition to [GM08] ). In contrast to [GM08] and also [Mik05] marked curves passing through points in general position are here not supposed to be 3-valent by definition. A definition closer to [GM08] will be given in 3.28. Note that we need this more general definition here since we are for instance interested in counts of Welschinger curves as defined in Definition 2.6 (b). Example 2.3. The condition about the valency of vertices is important; for instance in the example below we have r = 1, s = 2, F = ∅, and the points are in general position. However, there is one connected component of Γ \ (x 1 ∪ x 2 ∪ x 3 ) which has two unmarked ends. Although the points are in general position, the big dot lying on the edge contributes only with one dimension to the space of conditions, which is therefore in total 4-dimensional. But we need actually |∆| − 1 = 5 conditions to ensure that there is exactly one curve passing through the points. In our situation there is a 1-parameter family of curves passing through them.
Lemma 2.2 implies Remark 2.14 of [GMS13] which we state here for its importance as This orientation of fixed ends will then be always inwards (the curve). The orientation of an edge will be indicated on pictures by an arrow.
2.1.3. Oriented marked curves and their relationship to unoriented marked curves. An oriented (r, s)-marked curve of degree ∆ consists of the data of an unoriented (r, s)-marked curve of degree ∆ and a unique orientation of each unmarked edge of C. The set of fixed ends F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of C contains all the indices i of those unmarked ends y i of C which are oriented inwards. M or (r,s) (∆, F ) denotes the set of all connected oriented (r, s)-marked curves of degree ∆ and set of fixed ends F and we will drop F in this notation if F = ∅. Note that there is a natural forgetful map ft : M or (r,s) (∆, F ) → M (r,s) (∆) which forgets the orientation of edges and allows to compare both spaces, see Remark 2.16 [GMS13] . In particular, ft is a morphism of polyhedral complexes and is injective on each cell of M or (r,s) (∆, F ).
In [GMS13] the authors turned their attention to a particular class of curves in M or (r,s) (∆, F ), which they describe in terms of vertex types. This is because if an unoriented curve C ∈ M (r,s) (∆) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2 and if we can make it into an oriented curve C ′ ∈ M or (r,s) (∆, F ) composed only of vertex types (1) -(7) below such that the indices of the fixed ends of C form the set F of C ′ , then the orientation of C ′ agrees with the natural orientation of C given by Corollary 2.4, see [GMS13, Lemma 2.20 ]. Let us recall briefly these vertex types.
Definition 2.5 (Old vertex types).
A vertex type of an oriented (r, s)-marked curve C is the information of the number, parity (even or odd) and the orientation of the adjacent edges of a vertex in C. In the following list, a vertex of type (6) is of type (6b) if the two odd edges are parallel, otherwise of type (6a). The two odd edges in type (6b) must be unmarked ends if they appear in a Welschinger curve as defined in definition 2.6. Also in case (8) the two odd edges must be unmarked ends. The two odd edges for (9) must not be parallel, which is indicated by the arc (as in (6a)).
If a denotes the (complex) Mikhalkin multiplicity [Mik05, 2.16] of the vertex V of a certain type of the list, then we assign a new vertex multiplicity m V to this vertex, which depends on the vertex type. In the figure, i denotes the imaginary unit. Note that as Mikhalkin's definition is only for 3-valent vertices (of h(Γ)), a is computed in case (8) as the absolute value of the determinant of the direction vectors of the even edges. Denote by w(y i ) the weight of the end y k of the connected oriented marked curve C. Then its multiplicity m C is given by
If the curve C is non-connected, then its multiplicity is the product of the multiplicities of the connected components of C.
2.2. Broccoli, Welschinger and bridge curves. The main achievement of [GMS13] was the introduction of broccoli curves, which can be seen as auxiliary tropical curves and allow to prove the invariance of Welschinger numbers [Wel03, Wel05] for the count of real (rational) curves through real points and complex conjugate points in general position by purely tropical means, even if a proof via correspondence theorems was known before [Shu06] . The community is interested in such a proof since for instance the tropical invariance proof [IKS09] for Welschinger numbers associated to real curves through only real points in general position gave rise to tropical Welschinger invariants for real curves of higher genus and recursive formulas for these numbers. By [GMS13, Lemma 5.8] broccoli curves and also Welschinger curves are special cases of a particular class of (r, s)-marked curves, which we call bridge curves. 
broccoli invariant (still with respect to P) is defined as
where G(∆, F ) is the symmetric subgroup of S n of all permutations σ satisfying σ(i) = i for all i ∈ F and v(y i ) = v(y σ(i) ) for all i = 1, . . . , n; the sum is taken over all broccoli curves
The symmetric group factor is necessary since we deal with labeled curves and so we overcount by |G(∆, F )|. By Theorem 3.6 of 
The idea of proof will be briefly repeated in the beginning of section 4 and follows the idea of proof of the main theorem of [GM07] .
Analogously, let M W (r,s) (∆, F ) be the closure of Welschinger curves in M or (r,s) (∆, F ) and assume that F is chosen such that r + 2s + |F | = |∆| − 1 to make sure that the polyhe-
where the sum is taken over all Welschinger curves
] it is shown that for ∆ a toric del Pezzo degree (see [GMS13, Definition 4 .22] for the definition, note that in this case the associated toric surface X(∆) is P 2 , P 1 × P 1 or the blowup of P 2 in at most 3 general points) the tropical Welschinger numbers N W (r,s) (∆, F, P) are independent of collection P of conditions. Therefore we will in this case just write them as N 
where mult C (C) is the usual Mikhalkin multiplicity of the curve C, i.e. the product of the Mikhalkin vertex multiplicities, taken over all 3-valent vertices in C.
2.3. Tropical refined Severi degrees and their properties. Let ∆ be a lattice polytope, X = X(∆) the associated projective toric surface and L = L(∆) the associated tautological toric line bundle. Then the count of δ-nodal curves in |L| through dim |L| − δ points in general position, which do not contain a toric boundary divisor as a component, equals the count of certain tropical curves dual to ∆ through points in tropical general position, if we count every tropical curve with a multiplicity. The invariants we obtain in this way are called toric Severi degrees Remark 2.9. The letter ∆ will be used simultaneously for lattice polytopes and degrees of tropical curves. There is no risk of confusion, since any tropical degree ∆ defines a lattice polytope when we rotate all vectors v i in ∆ by −π/2 and draw them in Z 2 one after the other starting at a lattice point of Z 2 , each with lattice length equal to the weight of the corresponding edge, in a chain. Producing a tropical degree from a lattice polytope works too if we assume that the tropical curve of that degree has only unmarked ends of weight 1.
Definition 2.10 (Tropical refined Severi degree). Let δ ≥ 0, ∆ a lattice polytope, X = X(∆) the associated projective toric surface and L = L(∆) the associated line bundle as before. Let C be a simple (|∆ ∩ Z 2 | − 1 − δ) = (dim |L| − δ)-marked δ-nodal curve of degree ∆. Note that here, differently from above for broccoli curves, we consider unlabeled curves. Furthermore, let mult C (V ) = a ∈ N be the Mikhalkin multiplicity [Mik05, Definition 2.16] of a 3-valent vertex V of C and P a configuration of
(c) The tropical refined Severi degree [BG16, Definition 3.7] associated to X and L with respect to P is defined as
where the sum is taken over all simple (|∆ ∩ Z 2 | − 1 − δ)-marked δ-nodal curves C of degree ∆ passing through P. Note again that these are unlabelled curves. Because of this, differently from (2), this formula does not contain a prefactor accounting for the permutations of the labelings.
Remark 2.11. A curve C considered for a tropical refined Severi degree passes through points in general position, and so by [GM08, Remark 3.7] there is a unique way to orient the edges of C such that arrows on the edges always show away from the marked points and in the direction of the only possible end. 
Considering tropical curves of genus
up to three real points equipped with the standard real structure we have
Remark 2.13. Note that tropical refined Severi degrees N (X,L),δ trop (y) do not specialize to Welschinger invariants counting curves which also pass through configurations of points containing pairs of complex conjugate points.
3. Refined broccoli curves and their count 3.1. Oriented (rational) refined broccoli curves. We start with the definition of one of the main objects in this paper which is a refined version of broccoli curves.
Definition 3.1 (Oriented refined broccoli curves). An oriented (r, s)-marked curve C ∈ M or (r,s) (∆, F ) is called oriented refined broccoli curve if it is composed of vertices of the following three vertex types, where any parity of the adjacent edges is allowed (as long as the balancing condition is satisfied). The corresponding refined vertex multiplicity is written below each vertex. Here, a denotes again the Mikhalkin multiplicity mult C (V ) of the vertex V . Note that for the vertex type (I) the marking is real and the special case (6b) in the list in Definition 2.5 of type (III) has multiplicity . We define the refined multiplicity of C as
Remark 3.2. The vertex type (II) is the same as considered in Definition 2.10 (see also Remark 2.11 for orientations), whereas type (III) is completely new. Type (I) was not considered as a vertex in [BG16] . However, for consistency reasons with [GMS13] we continue to use it. It is not clear from the definition that the refined curve multiplicity m C (y) is a Laurent polynomial with similar properties as the tropical refined Severi degree we have defined in Definition 2.10, but we will prove it in Lemma 3.12 below. Note that the refined vertex multiplicity m V (y) is in general not a Laurent polynomial.
Definition 3.3 (Broccoli index of a refined oriented broccoli curve). Let C ∈ M or (r,s) (∆, F ) be an oriented refined broccoli curve. Let V cm be the set of vertices of C ⊂ R 2 of even Mikhalkin multiplicity and such that a complex marking is adjacent to each of them. Analogously, let V wcm be the set of vertices of C of even Mikhalkin multiplicity without complex marking. Let E f be the set of even fixed ends of C, i.e. E f = i ∈ F w(y i ) even , and let E n be the non-fixed even ends of C. We also write e f = #E f and e n = #E n . Then we define the broccoli index of C as i B (C) = −#V cm − e f + #V wcm + e n .
Remark 3.4. Note that the Mikhalkin multiplicity of a vertex is even if and only if at least one of the adjacent edges is even.
Notation 3.5 (Old broccoli curve). We call a broccoli curve in the sense of [GMS13] an old broccoli curve. Lemma 3.6 (Broccoli index for an old broccoli curve). Let C be an old broccoli curve. Then we have the following equality for the number n (x) of vertices of type (x) in a broccoli curve C in the sense of [GMS13] :
Hence, i B (C) = 0 if C is an old broccoli curve.
Remark 3.7. It follows from Lemma 3.12 below that the converse is also true: if i B (C) = 0 for an oriented refined broccoli curve C, then C is an old broccoli curve. This direction is of particular importance for enumeration of curves: if there was a curve C with i B (C) = 0, which is not an old broccoli curve, then Lemma 3.12 would imply m C (−1) = 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. The argument is similar to the one of the proof of Lemma 4.18 [GMS13] .
Let C be a connected component ("broccoli") of the subgraph C even ⊂ C consisting of even edges. C is a 3-valent graph after forgetting about markings and considering 1-valent vertices in the boundary of C as ends. Let e f and e n respectively be the number of even fixed ends and even non-fixed ends of C which are ends of C. The number of ends of C is equal to n (3) + n (6) + e n + e f , so there are n (3) + n (6) + e n + e f − 2 vertices in C. On the other hand, this number of vertices in C is also equal to n (4) . As by [GMS13, 3.1.(b)] C contains exactly one stem, and the stems are precisely the vertices of type (3) and the even non-fixed ends of C, we get n (3) + e n = 1. This gives the equation n (6) + e f = n (4) + 1 = n (4) + n (3) + e n for the number of vertex types and ends of C. Taking into account all connected components of C even we obtain the result.
Example 3.8 (Counterexample). Not every refined oriented broccoli curve is a broccoli curve in the old sense. For example, the following three marked curves through points in general position are composed of the vertices of type (I) and (II), but they contain forbidden vertices as depicted in the proof of [GMS13, Proposition 3.3], so they are not broccoli curves (problematic vertices are marked by the orientation of their adjacent edges).
Comparing the list of vertex types allowed for a broccoli curve in Definition 2.6 with the list in Definition 3.1 we see that these examples actually contain already all problematic vertex types, namely:
The class of refined broccoli curves is larger than the class of broccoli curves considered in [GMS13] , but their relationship is clarified by the following Corollary 3.9 (Relationship with old broccoli curves).
(a) If C is an old broccoli curve, then it is an oriented refined broccoli curve. In this case its multiplicity m C equals the specialization m C (−1) of its refined multiplicity at y = −1.
(b) Conversely every oriented refined broccoli curve C that is not an old broccoli curve satisfies m C (−1) = 0.
Proof.
(a) As the class of allowed vertex types is larger for oriented refined broccoli curves than for old broccoli curves the first statement is true. Similar to the expansion of
With this we see that the multiplicity of a vertex of type (II) gives the right specialization at y = −1 if a is odd. The same is true for a vertex of type (III) if a is odd. So it remains to discuss vertices of type (3), (4) and (6), and the contribution of fixed and non-fixed ends. By Lemma 3.6 we have the equation n (3) + n (4) + e n = n (6) + e f for an old broccoli curve. We define N := n (6) + e f . The contribution of the vertices of type (3), (4) and (6) and the ends in E n and E f is , where a j is the (even) Mikhalkin multiplicity of a vertex of type (3) or (4) and a j is the (even) Mikhalkin multiplicity of a vertex of type (6).
We now see that factors in the first, second, third and forth products give a j i aj −1 , i w(yj )−1 , i aj −1 and i w(yj)−1 respectively, if we plug in y = −1. Here we use that
for y / ∈ {0, 1} and the expansion formula (3) above.
Denoting O n and O f respectively the indices of the non-fixed odd edges and the fixed odd edges of C, the multiplicity m C (y) is obtained from the above product by multiplying by
Which specializes at y = −1 to j∈O f ∪On i w(yj)−1 . Comparing with the Definition 2.5 of the broccoli multiplicity m C , gives the claim. Remark 3.10. Note that we do not obtain the right specialization for old broccoli curves locally, i.e. for every vertex separately, but we have to use the equation of Lemma 3.6.
Remark 3.11. In Definition 3.1 we could also have made a different choice for the multiplicities associated to fixed and non-fixed ends. A simpler choice would be to put m We will show m C (y) i∈N w(y i ) ∈ Z[y ±1 ]. Then it follows automatically that m C (y) is a symmetric Laurent polynomial.
(1) First we assume that C is an old broccoli curve and show (a) and (b) in this case. When V is a vertex of the (generally non-connected) subgraph C odd consisting of odd edges, then its Mikhalkin multiplicity a is odd. If V is either of type (II) or type (III) we can expand its refined vertex multiplicity m V (y) to obtain a Laurent polynomial in Z[y ±1 ]. In the same way, if y i is an end of C belonging to C odd , then its weight is odd and therefore
Let us now consider C even . By Lemma 3.6 we have again the equality n (3) + n (4) + e n = n (6) + e f for the number of vertices of each vertex type and the number of even ends. Define again N := n (6) + e f . We denote (a 1 , . . . , a N ) the collection of the Mikhalkin multiplicities of the vertices of type (3) or (4) and of the weights of the even non-fixed ends of C, and we denote ( a 1 , . . . , a N ) the collection of the Mikhalkin multiplicities of vertices of type (6) and of the weights of even fixed ends of C. So we have to show that
We compute
Clearly for an integer n we have
As all multiplicities a i and a i are even, this implies that both (3) Now we want to show part (a) and also part (c) for general oriented refined broccoli curves C. The main idea here is to turn a refined oriented broccoli curve C, which is not an old broccoli curve, into an old broccoli curve C in a prescribed way ("broccolization" of the curve) and then to compare their broccoli indices. Suppose C is a refined oriented broccoli curve with one or several vertices of type (a), (b) or (c) of Example 3.8. Replace these vertices by vertices allowed for old broccoli curves following the algorithm below. Note that the curve we obtain in this way is not necessarily connected anymore.
(i) Replace a vertex (a) by two vertices of type (6) as depicted below. What is meant here (and the cases (ii) and (iii) below will be similar) is the following. We choose a small disk D in R 2 with center at the vertex (a). Inside this disk we replace the vertex (a) by the two vertices of type (6), so that the even edges connect as before to the rest of the curve. The four new odd edges are unbounded edges. If v is the direction vector of the even edge of a new vertex of type (6), we choose the two unbounded direction vectors v 1 , v 2 to form a decomposition −v = v 1 + v 2 of −v into primitive vectors. This is possible, because we can use an integral linear transformation of R 2 to reduce ourselves to the case the v = (n, 0) for some positive integer n, and then we can choose e.g. v 1 = (−1, n), v 2 = (−n + 1, −n). Note that (as also in cases (ii) and (iii) below) the ends of the new curve are the same as the ends of C plus some (in this case four) non-fixed ends of weight 1. There will be two more vertices in V cm , so we have i B (C ′ ) = i B (C) − 2#(a), where C ′ is the curve we obtain by replacing all vertices (a) in this way.
−→
(ii) Replace a vertex (b) by one vertex of type (6) as depicted below. Here we mean that we choose a small disk D in R 2 with center at the vertex (b). Inside this disk we replace the vertex (b) by a vertex of type (6), so that the edges have the same direction vectors. The even edge connects as before to the rest of the curve. The odd edges adjacent to the vertex of type (6) are unbounded. The odd edges that were before connected to the vertex (b) become unbounded edges. There will be one vertex less in V wcm and one more in
is the curve we obtain by replacing all vertices (b) in this way.
−→ (iii) Replace a vertex (c) by three vertices of type (6) as depicted below, as follows.
We choose a small disk D in R 2 with center at the vertex (c). Inside this disk we replace the vertex (c) by three vertices of type (6), so that the even edges connect as before to the rest of the curve. The six new odd edges are unbounded edges. Again, if v is the direction vector of the even edge of a new vertex of type (6), we choose the two unbounded direction vectors v 1 , v 2 to form a decomposition −v = v 1 + v 2 of −v into primitive vectors. There will be two vertices more in V cm , hence i B (C ′ ) = i B (C) − 2#(c), where C ′ is the curve we obtain by replacing all vertices (c) in this way.
−→
In total, we see that the transformation of C into an old broccoli curve C decreases the broccoli index, i.e.
But since C is an old broccoli curve, it follows i B (C) > 0 and i B (C) is even. Furthermore, since C is an old broccoli curve, its refined multiplicity lies in Z[y, y −1 ] by part (a).
Claim: We can write m C (y) i∈N w(y i ) = (y + 2 + y −1 ) iB (C)/2 f (y) for f ∈ Z[y, y −1 ] with f (−1) = 0.
By the above we see that by applying i B (C)/2 times (i), (ii) or (iii) to C above we obtain an old broccoli curve C, and by definition C satisfies the claim (with i B ( C) = 0). Conversely we can view C as having been obtained from C by applying i B (C)/2 times the inverse of (i), (ii) and (iii). Note that the steps (i), (ii), (iii) and their inverses do not change the ends of the curve except for possibly adding or removing some non-fixed ends of weight 1, which have no influence on the multiplicity of the curve. For simplicity we denote m C (y) := m C (y) i∈N w(y i ).
We will use several times the following fact: Consider a i , b i , c i ∈ Z with b i odd and c i even. If the function
. This is true because for c i even, the factors (y ci/2 + y −ci/2 ) are not divisible by y 1/2 + y −1/2 or y 1/2 − y −1/2 .
(i) Let C ′ be obtained from C by applying (i), let a be the (even) Mikhalkin multiplicity (which we can choose to be equal) of the two new vertices of C ′ , and assume m C ′ (y) ∈ Z[y, y −1 ]. By the above observation, we can write m C ′ (y) = (y a/2 + y −a/2 ) 2 m 0 (y) with
(ii) Let C ′ be obtained from C by applying (ii), let a be the (even) Mikhalkin multiplicity of the changed vertex and assume m C ′ (y) ∈ Z[y, y 
Altogether, we see that the inverses of steps (i), (ii) and (iii) transform curves C ′ with m C ′ (y) ∈ Z[y, y −1 ] into curves C with m C (y) ∈ Z[y, y −1 ], and furthermore if we can write m C ′ (y) = (y 1/2 + y −1/2 ) k f 0 (y) with f 0 (−1) = 0, then we can write m C ′ (y) = (y 1/2 + y −1/2 ) k+2 f 1 (y) with f 1 (−1) = 0. As C is obtained from our original C by applying i B (C)/2 times the inverses of (i), (ii) or (iii), the claim follows. It will be proven in Theorem 4.1 that N rB (r,s) (y, ∆, F, P) does not depend on P and is therefore an invariant.
Unoriented (rational) refined broccoli curves. By [GMS13, Proposition 3.3] oriented and unoriented broccoli curves through points in general position are in bijection.
Once we have introduced unoriented refined broccoli curves we are interested in a similar statement for refined broccoli curves.
Definition 3.15 (Unoriented refined broccoli curves). An (r, s)-marked curve C ∈ M (r,s) (∆) is called unoriented refined broccoli curve if it is composed of the following three vertex types, where any orientation and parity of the adjacent edges is allowed (as long as the balancing condition is satisfied). Here a denotes again the Mikhalkin multiplicity mult C (V ) of the vertex V . Note that for the vertex type (I') the marking is real. We want to define multiplicities for non-oriented refined broccoli curves C, analogously to Definition 3.1 for oriented ones. For this we need to specify which of the ends of C are fixed. Let F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be a subset, such that r + 2s + |F | = |∆| − 1. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we put i ∈ F.
The multiplicity of C with respect to F is
Note that if all ends C are simple, i.e. w(y i ) = 1 for all i, then m C,F (y) = V ∈C m V (y) is independent of F . Proof. We have to adapt the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [GMS13] . Consider the forgetful map ft : M or (r,s) (∆, F ) → M (r,s) (∆). Comparing vertex types (I), (II), (III) and (I'), (II'), (III'), it is clear that an oriented refined broccoli curve is mapped to an unoriented refined broccoli curve.
• First, let us show that ft is injective on the set of curves through P and let therefore C ∈ M or (r,s) (∆, F ) be an oriented refined broccoli curve through P. Since by [GMS13, Lemma 2.21] and the list of allowed vertex types the conditions for Lemma 2.2 are satisfied, it follows by Corollary 2.4 that C has a unique natural orientation as described there, which is also the natural orientation of the unoriented refined broccoli curve C ′ in the image of C under ft. Adapting the formulation and the proof of Lemma 2.20 [GMS13] to our allowed vertex types, it follows that the orientation of C has to agree with its natural orientation, hence two oriented refined broccoli curves cannot be mapped to the same unoriented refined broccoli curve under ft.
• ft is also surjective on the set of curves through P. Therefore, let C ′ ∈ M (r,s) (∆) be an unoriented refined broccoli curve. Since it is composed of vertices of types (I'), (II') and (III'), every vertex which is not adjacent to a complex marking is 3-valent. By [GM08, Proposition 2.11] the dimension of a combinatorial type can be computed as |∆| − 1 + r − V (val V − 3), where the sum is taken over all vertices V that are not adjacent to a complex marking. In our situation this dimension is equal to 2(r + s) + |F | and hence we can apply again Lemma 2.2 to see that C has a unique natural orientation. The vertices appearing in C equipped with this natural orientation are then of type (I)-(III).
Definition 3.17 (Unoriented refined broccoli invariant). Let F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be a subset, such that r + 2s + |F | = |∆| − 1. Let M urB (r,s) (∆) be the closure of unoriented refined broccoli curves in M (r,s) (∆). If P is a collection of points in general position for ev F , then the unoriented refined broccoli invariant with respect to F is defined as
where the sum taken is over all unoriented refined broccoli curves C in M urB (r,s) (∆) with ev F (C) = P. 3.3. Tropical refined descendant invariants. Descendant Gromov-Witten invariants can be defined for any genus on any smooth projective variety, making use of the virtual fundamental class on the moduli space of stable maps. Here we briefly recall the definition of rational descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of the complex projective plane. For a nonnegative integer n denote M 0,n (P 2 , d) the moduli space of n-marked rational stable maps of degree d to P 2 . Its points correspond to tuples (C, x 1 , . . . , x n , f ) of C a connected complete rational curve with at most nodes as singularities, x 1 , . . . , x n distinct smooth points of C, f : C → P 2 a morphism with f * [C] = dH where H ∈ H 2 (P 2 , Z) is the class of a line in P 2 , such that the tuple (C, x 1 , . . . , x n , f ) has only finitely many automorphisms. For i = 1, . . . , n we have the evaluation morphisms ev i : M 0,n (P 2 , d) → P 2 , sending (C, x 1 , . . . , x n , f ) to f (x i ). Finally let ψ i ∈ A 1 (M 0,n (P 2 , d)) be the first Chern class of the cotangent line bundle, i.e. the line bundle whose fiber over (C, x 1 , . . . , x n , f ) is the cotangent space to C at x i . We denote pt ∈ A 2 (P 2 ) the class of a point. For a 1 , . . . , a n ≥ 0 with n i=1 (a i + 1) = 3d − 1, the corresponding descendant Gromov-Witten invariant is defined as the intersection number
(Note that we only consider stationary descendant Gromov-Witten invariants.)
We now look at tropical descendant invariants. Although the original definition of tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants for rational curves goes back to [MR09] , we stick here to the combinatorial definition of [BGM12] , which agrees with the more intersection theoretical definition of [MR09] in most cases, see Remark 3.21. Note that here again, we understand by "labeled" that all the ends and markings are labeled. The number of the v i in ∆ does not have to be the same for all i ∈ {1, . . . , u}. Assume |∆| = n. Choose a set F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and define a sequence α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . .) by α i = #{v(y j ) ∈ ∆| j ∈ F and v(y j ) has weight i}. We write
• The multiplicity m desc C of C is defined as V m V , where the product is taken over all 3-valent vertices V of C, which are not adjacent to a marking.
• Let k = (k 0 , k 1 , . . .) be a sequence of non-negative integers with only finitely many non-zero entries satisfying m = |k| := i k i . Assume k satisfies I(α + k) := 0k 0 + 1(α 1 + k 1 ) + . . . = |∆| − 1 − m. Choose a vector a = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) containing the number i ∈ N exactly k i times -in any order. Furthermore, let P = (P 1 , . . . , P m ) be a configuration of points in general position as defined in [MR09, Definition 3.2]. By [MR09, Lemma 3.6] this implies that every vertex of Γ that is not 3-valent has exactly one marking adjacent to it. Furthermore, we fix lines Q j ∈ R 2 / v(y j ) for j ∈ F as in Subsection 2.1.2 such that the tuple ((P 1 , . . . , P m ), (Q j | j ∈ F )) is a collection of conditions in general position. We define two types of descendant invariants:
, where the sum is taken over all m-marked rational tropical curves of degree ∆ with markings x 1 , . . . , x m satisfying h(x i ) = P i for all i = 1, . . . , m, the marking x i is adjacent to a vertex in Γ of valence a i + 3 for all i = 1, . . . , m, and the end y j for j ∈ F is mapped to the line Q j ∈ R 2 / v(y j ) , and G(∆, F ) is defined in Definition 2.6.
, where this time the sum goes over all mmarked rational tropical curves of degree ∆ and with markings x 1 , . . . , x m such that h(x i ) = P i for i = 1, . . . , m, for every i there are k i markings whose adjacent vertex has valence i + 3, and the end y j for j ∈ F is mapped to the line Q j ∈ R 2 / v(y j ) , and G(∆, F ) is defined in Definition 2.6.
Remark 3.20.
(a) Note that the considered curves are allowed to have marked vertices of valence bigger or equal to 4. , 0) 
. This is because in [BGM12] the authors use partially la- , 0) 
we write in particular
where the last equality is Remark 3.21. y 1 ) , . . . , v(y n )) and F ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. An (r, s)-marked curve C ∈ M (r,s) (∆) with set F of fixed ends is called (tropical) refined descendant curve if its markings satisfy the following conditions
• each of the r real markings has to be adjacent to a 3-valent vertex of the underlying graph Γ,
• each of the s complex markings has to be adjacent to a 4-valent vertex of Γ.
Example 3.24. Note that not all curves in M (r,s) (∆) are refined descendant curves. For example, Welschinger and bridge curves containing a vertex of type (7) do not satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.23. This class of curves is larger than the class of broccoli curves, see Example 3.8, and is also larger than the class of refined broccoli curves, since for example 4-valent vertices without an adjacent complex marking are allowed. Even if we restrict ourselves to curves passing through a configuration P of points in general position as defined in Subsection 2.1.2, we do not obtain all curves in M (r,s) (∆) through P, see also Example 2.3, and this class of curves is still larger than the class of (refined) broccoli curves.
For the following lemma we have to make sure that the number of conditions is the right one to guarantee that we obtain a finite number of curves through the point configuration.
Lemma 3.25 (Bijection between unoriented refined broccoli curves and refined descendant curves). Let r, s ≥ 0 and let ∆ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) a collection of vectors in Z 2 \{0}, and let F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that r+2s+|F | = |∆|−1. Furthermore, let P = (P 1 , . . . , P 2(r+s)+|F | ) be a configuration of points in general position for ev F . Then there is a bijection between the unoriented refined broccoli curves and refined descendant curves in M (r,s) (∆) through P.
Proof. Given a configuration P of points in general position, then clearly every unoriented refined broccoli curve also satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.23. Assume now that C is a refined descendant curve passing through P, which is not an unoriented refined broccoli curve. We want to arrive at a contradiction. We can assume without loss of generality that C has a 4-valent vertex to which no marking is adjacent and F = ∅. Consider first the case where s = 0. In this situation our definition of points in general position agrees with the one of [GM08] and therefore whenever we have a 4-valent vertex in C the points of P cannot lie in general position. In order to understand the case s = 0 let us classify curves C passing through P having one 4-valent vertex when s = 0. Following the argumentation of [GS12, Remark 3.22], we see that such a curve has exactly one region depicted below with dotted lines containing the 4-valent vertex and is of type (B) or (C). By a region we understand a connected component of Γ \ ∪ r i=1 x i , where Γ is the underlying graph of C.
In case (B) all regions have exactly one end each and in case (C) all regions have one end, except that the region with the 4-valent vertex has two ends and there is one region having no end at all. The transition s = 0 → s = 1, r → r − 2 modifies these graphs, namely two of the real markings on edges are replaced by a complex marking on a 3-valent vertex. The number b of bounded edges in C decreases by 2 during this transition. But already before the transition b was equal to 2r − 3 in both cases (B) and (C), so following Section 2.1.1, the combinatorial type has in both cases dimension 2r − 1. After the transition, the combinatorial type has dimension 2r − 3 which is smaller than the dimension of a maximal cell in the moduli space which has dimension 2(r − 2) + 2s = 2r − 4 + 2 = 2r − 2.
The previous lemma allows to make the following definition. 
where the sum is taken over all refined descendant curves C in M desc (r,s) (∆) with ev M desc (r,s) (∆) (C) = P, m C (y) is the multiplicity of the by Lemma 3.25 associated refined unoriented broccoli curve, and G(∆, F ) is defined in Definition 2.6.
Corollary 3.27 (To Lemma 3.25). Let P be a collection of conditions in general position for ev M desc r,s (∆) and for ev M rB
The following definition of points in general position is closer to [GM08] and [MR09] than the one given in Subsection 2.1.2. It will turn out to be useful for the last lemma of this section. In fact, our definition of tropical descendant invariants also allows vertices in curves C which have valence bigger than 3, that is, we do not consider only zeroth and first order descendant Gromov-Witten invariants. But for refined broccoli invariants such curves are not allowed! Under the assumptions and with the notations of Definition 3.26, let as in Definition 3.19 α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . .) be the sequence defined by α i = # v(y j ) ∈ ∆ j ∈ F and v(y j ) has weight i . Then
Proof. Using Lemma 3.25 we know that refined descendant curves through the right number of points in general position are composed of vertices (I')-(III'). Expanding the refined vertex multiplicity of a vertex of type (II') as in the proof of Lemma 3.12 and plugging in y = 1 gives a, and plugging in y = 1 in the refined multiplicity of a vertex of type (III') gives directly 1. Now, note that in the definition of tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants there is a factor of 1 I α introduced to compare them more easily with classical descendant GromovWitten invariants, whereas refined descendant invariants do not come with this factor. The factor i∈O f w(yi) i∈On w(yi) should be included in the equality above since tropical refined descendant invariants are defined via refined broccoli invariants and the multiplicity of ends y i of weight w(y i ) > 1 as defined in Definition 3.1 is not always equal to 1, when specializing y = 1. Indeed we have for y i ∈ F and at y = 1:
and for y i / ∈ F and at y = 1:
Remark 3.30. Geometrically speaking what happens during the transition from refined descendant broccoli curves to curves counting for tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants is that we replace each (big) complex marking adjacent to 4-valent vertex of Γ by a (small) real marking since for descendant curves there is no distinction between small and big markings, that is we have m = r + s in Definition 3.19. 
Proof of invariance for refined broccoli numbers
In this section we will show the invariance of the oriented refined broccoli invariant N rB (r,s) (y, ∆, F, P) as defined in Definition 3.13, i.e. we show that it does not depend on the choice of the point configuration P as long as points in P are in general position. The idea of proof is the same as in the proof of [GMS13, Theorem 3.6]. Namely, we have to prove that the function P → N F ) ) that the sum of the multiplicities of the curves in U α ∩ ev −1 F (P) does not depend on P, that is, it is the same on both sides of H. More precisely, we take a configuration P + on one side of the hyperplane H and a configuration P − on the other side. Then, we have to show
where A ± denotes the curves through P ± . We can take care of the side of H on which a curve C lies by assigning to the curve a sign σ C ∈ {±1}, called the H-sign. More detail about the H-sign can be found in the proof of [GMS13, Theorem 3.6]. The equation (4) is equivalent to
where now C runs through all curves through P + and all curves through P − . Proof. Below, one can find a list of codimension-1 combinatorial types α in M rB (r,s) (∆, F ). In these codimension-1 cases the parity of the edges adjacent to the vertices does not play any role since contrary to the situation in [GMS13] for old broccoli curves the multiplicity of a vertex in a refined oriented broccoli curve does not depend on the parity of the edges adjacent to it. Note that (in this spirit) in the pictures below, the parity of the edges can be any as long as the balancing condition is satisfied. The labeling of the edges is chosen as follows. In the cases (A) and (C) there is only one edge with an orientation towards the vertex which we will denote by v 1 . The other two, respectively three edges are labeled clockwise as v 2 , v 3 , respectively v 2 , v 3 , v 4 . Analogously, in case (B) there is exactly one edge with an orientation away from the vertex which we name v 1 and the other three are labeled clockwise as v 2 , v 3 , v 4 . Note that the choice of resolutions below depends on the labeling and also the form of the relation below in each case depends on the labeling! Also, note that the labeling of the edges in each case is the same as in [GMS13] .
(A) a vertex (I) is merging with a vertex (II), which leads to a 4-valent vertex with one real marking, two outgoing edges, and one incoming edge.
(B) a vertex (II) is merging with another vertex of type (II), yielding a 4-valent vertex with no marking, one outgoing edge, and three incoming edges.
(C) a vertex (II) is merging with a vertex of type (III), giving rise to a 5-valent vertex with one complex marking, three outgoing edges, and one incoming edge.
The adjacent codimension-0 combinatorial types in M rB (r,s) (∆, F ) of cases (A), (B) and (C), called resolutions as in [GMS13] , are depicted below. The vectors v 1 , . . . , v 4 in the figures are the outwards pointing direction vectors of the edges satisfying v 1 + v 2 + v 3 = 0 in case (A), and v 1 + v 2 + v 3 + v 4 = 0 in the cases (B) and (C). Note that this means in particular that we haven chosen a labeling of the edges. Vertices in the resolutions, which are not contained in the list of Definition 3.1, are marked with a square. Resolutions containing such vertices do not contribute.
It is clear that there are not more possible resolutions in each case than those listed above. More precisely, in case (A) the only way to resolve the 4-valent vertex is to put the real marking on one of the three edges of direction vector v i with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In cases (B) and (C) resolutions are obtained by choosing two out of four edges which first come together and then to choose the orientation of the newly created bounded edge, i.e. there are exactly 6 resolutions in each case as listed above. Note also that these are exactly the same cases as in the proof of [GMS13, Theorem 3.6].
The only difference is that we do not take care of the parity of the edges in our proof and there will be in general more resolutions contributing with a multiplicity different from 0 since more vertices are permitted. We have to prove in each case that
where the sum goes over all resolutions C and σ C is the H-sign of the curve C as explained in the beginning of this section. Let (a, b) denote the determinant of the matrix containing the vectors a, b ∈ R 2 as column vectors. Following the argument of the proof of [GMS13, 
where m C (y) is obtained from m C (y) by replacing the a ij by the A ij as mentioned above.
Thus the invariance is in each case equivalent to the following equation below Let us consider the codimension-1 case (D1) appearing in Theorem 5.14 [GMS13] . As we are interested in a refined version of the bridge algorithm we should in particular choose those resolutions which have been already considered in the proof of Theorem 5.14 [GMS13] , that is, resolutions IV, II and III in the picture below. Note that the sum of their refined multiplicities is 0.
With the generalization of the bridge vertex (9) it can happen that the movement of a string in a curve on a bridge is not bounded. This was excluded in Lemma 5.15 [GMS13] for the standard bridge curves, if ∆ is a toric Del Pezzo degree, i.e. the toric surface X(∆) is P 2 , P 1 × P 1 or P 2 blown up in up to three points. For instance in the picture below we consider as toric surface P 2 and tropical curves of degree 3. The curve below is an honest bridge curve in the sense of [GMS13] and contains the two vertices from resolution III depicted above and a string (dashed) which can be moved up without hitting any other vertex of the curve. The reason for this to be possible is that the curve contains a vertex of the generalized type (9) (in the box) with only odd edges such that the argument of Lemma 5.15 [GMS13] does not work anymore.
This counterexample shows that, if we allow the generalized vertex type (9), the bridge algorithm does not terminate. One could hope to obtain a refined version of the bridge algorithm when one does not generalize type (9). But this does not work. Namely, we have to choose resolutions IV, II and III as in the proof of Theorem 5.14 [GMS13] . It is clear that we want to choose at most three resolutions since the resolution I differs from resolution IV only by the choice of orientation of the bounded edge (analogously for the pairs II/V and III/VI), but the orientation of that edge is uniquely determined by the bridge algorithm. Now, if we do not allow the generalized vertex type (9) then resolution III counts 0, whereas resolutions IV and II contain the original vertex type (9), respectively. Unfortunately, considering solely the resolutions IV and II does not give invariance when considering refined multiplicities.
Remark 4.3 (Refinement of multiplicities of Welschinger curves). Although there is no obvious way to refine bridge curves such that the corresponding refined bridge algorithm terminates, it is possible to refine Welschinger curves. The refined multiplicity of a Welschinger curve then has the property that it specializes to its non-refined multiplicity as considered in [GMS13] , but we cannot prove that the refined Welschinger number defined similar to the (oriented) refined broccoli number does not depend on the chosen general points in the point configuration (for this it seems that we need a bridge algorithm since also refined Welschinger numbers are not locally invariant). Remember that compared to broccoli curves Welschinger curves can also contain a vertex of type (8). If we want to refine the multiplicity associated to a Welschinger curve in the sense of Definition 4.6 [GMS13] we should find in particular a refined version for the multiplicity of a vertex of type (8). It does not make sense to assign to this vertex the same refined version as to a vertex of type (4) because then the specialization to y = −1 will be automatically wrong. Consider the following Welschinger curve which has been already considered in the introduction of [GMS13] .
This curve has two vertices of type (1) contributing each 1 to the curve multiplicity, two vertices of type (2) contributing each 1, one vertex of type (3) contributing 2i, one vertex of type (5) contributing 1, one vertex of type (6b) contributing i −1 , one vertex of type (7) contributing 1, and one vertex of type (8) It would be interesting to know whether with these definitions, the count of refined Welschinger curves is indeed independent of the point conditions. In this case these "refined Welschinger invariants" should specialize to the Welschinger invariants at y = −1, and thus equal the specialization of the refined broccoli invariants for toric del Pezzo degrees [GMS13, Corollary 5.16]. As the refined bridge algorithm does not terminate, it is not clear whether in this case the refined Welschinger invariants would be equal to the refined broccoli invariants, leaving room for the more exciting possibility, that in this way new refined invariants can be obtained, maybe with a different enumerative meaning at y = 1. Nevertheless, it is clear that we do not have local invariance for refined Welschinger invariants using the definition of a refined Welschinger curve from above, which can be seen easily from the following example. Consider the resolution of the codimension-1 case depicted below.
The curve on the left-hand side is a broccoli curve, but not a Welschinger curve and hence not a refined Welschinger curve. It counts with multiplicity 0. Both curves on the right-hand side are Welschinger and also refined broccoli curves. The curve above counts with (refined) multiplicity y 1 − 1 + y −1 and the curve below with (refined) multiplicity 1. Since the sum of multiplicities y 1 + y −1 is different from 0 the claim follows.
Remark 4.4. Consider the vertex types from Definition 3.15. Both for refined (unoriented) broccoli curves and for (non-refined) descendant curves a vertex of type (I') contributes with multiplicity 1, as does for descendant curves a vertex of type (III'). A vertex of type (II') contributes with multiplicity y a/2 −y −a/2 y 1/2 −y −1/2 for a refined broccoli curve, but for a descendant curve just with the Mikalkin multiplicity a. Similarly for a vertex of type (III'): it contributes with multiplicity y a/2 +y −a/2 y 1/2 +y −1/2 for a refined broccoli curve, but with multiplicity 1 for a descendant curve. We have invariance of rational descendant numbers (Theorem 8.4. [MR09] ) and refined broccoli numbers (Theorem 4.1) respectively. Furthermore, we know by Corollary 3.27 and Lemma 3.29 that the specialization y = 1 for a refined broccoli invariant gives the corresponding rational descendant invariant if we consider point configurations containing only points in restricted general position. Nevertheless, it is not possible to mix the vertex multiplicities for vertices in refined broccoli curves and descendant curves in order to produce an invariant. Define the following cases (a) Count vertices of type (II') with Mikalkin multiplicity a. This is the specialization at y = 1 of the multiplicity in (a').
(a') Count vertices of type (II') with multiplicity For the refined broccoli invariants we use the combination (a ′ ) + (b ′ ), it specializes at y = 1 to (a) + (b), which is the combination of the rational descendant invariants. The following example shows that the combination (a')+(b) does not give the expected curve multiplicity for the specialization y = −1. Consider degree 2 curves through a point configuration of three real points and one complex point (r = 3, s = 1). If the points are ordered as depicted on the left hand side of the figure below, there is exactly one curve through the point configuration (considering unlabeled curves), which counts with multiplicity 1. Similarly for the curve on the right hand side, which counts y 1/2 + y −1/2 , but as we consider here unlabeled curves, we have to include an automorphism factor of 1/2. Obviously, these two multiplicities do not agree. As there is each time exactly one curve through the configuration, this implies that we do not obtain invariance for this choice of vertex multiplicities.
The same example shows that we do no obtain invariance with the combination (a)+(b'). The curve on the left hand side always counts 1, whereas the curve on the right hand side counts 4 y 1/2 +y −1/2 , times the automorphism factor of 1/2.
